Where did Trudeau get the money for COVID?

What does it all mean?

Not only is COVID a threat to the economy, it’s a literal threat to the elite in power, because a virus does not discriminate by socioeconomic status. The elite are immune from poverty, homelessness, hunger, inadequate healthcare, and unclean water, so those life-threatening conditions do not get the funds necessary to solve those problems. And those “funds” are nothing more than numbers in a computer conjured out of thin air, the feds have the power to create as much as they want at any time. Yes, money is imaginary, to say we don’t have enough is to admit we don’t have enough imagination.

It all boils down to this: when Justin Trudeau tells a disabled veteran “They are asking for more than we are able to give right now” he is either telling a bald-faced neoliberal lie to deny funding the needs of Canadians, or he is supremely ignorant of how our monetary system works and is completely oblivious to the fact he’s telling a neoliberal falsehood. That also goes for any politician claiming we need to “find the money” or who foment's hysteria around debt or deficits. These are the falsehoods standing in the way of truly improving life for ALL Canadians. Whether lying or ignorant, can such people really be trusted with our collective future?

for full explanation please visit: www.UnderstandingCanada.ca